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LOOKBOOK

Room for personality

About
EBB & FLOW designs decorative lighting and crystal bowls.
All glass and crystal is mouth-blown, crystal hand-cut, glass handdecorated, and fabric shades sewn by hand. All products are
hand-built and finished in Denmark. A human process that creates
high quality and unique products.
Striving to add personality to any space, all EBB & FLOW products
come in a wide selection of colours and sizes. A collection of pendants,
table lamps, floor lamps, wall lamps, surface lamps, and fabric lamp
shades. With the Mix & Match concept, you can design your own lamp,
pairing your favourite lamp base with a luxurious fabric lamp shade.
In 2021, the company introduces a new product category mesmerising crystal bowls. A solid, handmade crystal bowl
that dresses up your home instantly.
For more information
Press contact: Line@ebbandflow.dk
Sales contact: Thomas@ebbandflow.dk
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Rowan Bowl
EBB & FLOW now introduces the Rowan Bowl, a mesmerising
crystal bowl with decorative cuts, made by hand.
The decoration possibilities are endless. Use it as a vase for a big
bouquet of wild flowers or fill the bowl with water and leave
flower heads to float on the surface. The perfect decoration for
social occasions.
Imagine it in your kitchen displaying your favourite colourful
fruits. The most exclusive fruit bowl you have ever seen.
Really, the bowl is highly decorative on its own, as the solid
crystal speaks for itself.
The Rowan Bowls are available from July 2021.
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“The Rowan Bowl is a
collectable that you
cannot help looking at,
when you walk through
the room, and the facet
cuts catch the light.”
Susanne Nielsen, Founder & Creative Director
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Uva
The new Uva lighting design is inspired by the shape of a grape,
the Italian word for the colourful fruit. A circular pendant that can
be styled as singles, in rows, or clusters, much like a grape.
Hang your Uva lights in a cluster and imagine yourself walking
amongst rows of grape vines on a slopy vineyard. Taking in the
landscape. A fruity cluster of elegance. Inspired by a product of
nature, it is like bringing an illusion of nature into your home.
As the design progressed, Uva revealed yet another visual expression.
The pared-down simple brass ball and the glass and crystal balls
revealed the look of a perfume bottle in a range of translucent
colours and cuts.
Uva is available in two sizes and a wide range of colours, giving
you lots of choice to express your personality. Using low voltage
G4 LED technology, the lamp fitting is built into the brass ball of
the design. This creates a simple lamp design, where all technical
features are hidden, it’s all in the ball. Available as IP44 on request.
Uva is available from June 2021.
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Smykke L
Inspired by an elegant earring, and the name meaning “jewellery”
in Danish, Smykke is a true dress-up design with a feminine touch. As
you use jewellery to decorate yourself, Smykke will decorate any space.
The new Smykke L design creates a significant and elegant
statement, whether as a table or a pendant lamp. The Smykke
table lamp can be paired with our fabric lamp shades in size F and G.
Make room for personality and choose the fabric lamp shade of your
dreams. The tall statuesque design makes it an imposing
decoration for your living room. Find a fabric lamp shade that
speaks your name and Mix & Match your own lamp.
A tall beauty shining bright in any room of your home.
Smykke L is available from July 2021.
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Swirl
EBB & FLOW now introduces a new crystal cut design. Inspired by
the classic endless pattern, Swirl has now found its way to EBB &
FLOW in an elegant and mesmerising version.
The Swirl facet cut is integrated into the Smykke, Rowan and Uva
collections. The Swirl cut is made by hand, solely possible as a
result of superb craftsmanship. It is a mesmerising design that
catches the eye and pleases your mind. A design that draws you
in and makes you want to touch and feel it.
Rowan and Smykke M lamps in Swirl
are available from June 2021.
Uva in Swirl is available from June 2021.
Rowan Bowl in Swirl is available from July 2021.
Smykke L in Swirl is available from July 2021.
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Product list (from left)
Front page
BO101502		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm, swirl

BO101536		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø28cm, large check

BO101522		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, small check

Page 1
BA101169		

Smykke M table lamp base, crystal swirl, gold + 			

			

SH101091T-D Tango midnight lamp shade

BA101213		

Barre XL floor lamp base, gold + SH101088T-G Tango palm

			green lamp shade
SH101081-B

Rosyta yellow lamp shade + WIE14BAKRGO wire unit gold

SH101112H-A

Leaves maize lamp shade + WIE14BALLRGO wire unit w

			ball, gold
SH101091H-C

Tango midnight lamp shade + WIE27BAKRGO wire unit gold

BA101005		

Lute table lamp base, golden smoke + SH101112T-C

			

Leaves maize lamp shade

Page 3+4
BO101536 		

Rowan crystal bowl, large check, Ø28cm

BO101522 		

Rowan crystal bowl, small check, Ø22cm

BO101520 		

Rowan crystal bowl, small check, Ø15,5cm

BO101526 		

Rowan crystal bowl, medium check, Ø15,5cm

BO101504 		

Rowan crystal bowl, swirl, Ø22cm
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Page 6
BO101502		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm, swirl

BO101536		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø28cm, large check

BO101522		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, small check

Page 7+8
SH101106-A

Persia terracotta lamp shade + WIE14BAKRSI wire unit, silver

SH101081-B

Rosyta yellow lamp shade + WIE14BAKRSI wire unit, silver

SH101080-B

Rosyta peach lamp shade + WIE14BAKRSI wire unit, silver

SH101081-A

Rosyta yellow lamp shade + WIE14BAKRSI wire unit, silver

BO101506		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø28cm, swirl

BO101528		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, medium check

BO101520		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm, small check

BO101504		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm swirl

BO101532		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm large check

BA101208		

Barre table lamp base, S, silver, w ball + SH101106-E persia

			terracotta lamp shade
Page 9
LA101876		

Smykke L, crystal check, silver

BO101528		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, medium check

Page 11+12
LA101141		

Smykke M golden smoke w crystal ball

LA101875		

Smykke L crystal swirl, gold

BA101215		

Barre XL floor lamp base, gold, w ball + SH101029-C

			

fern leaves wild, yellow, lamp shade
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Page 11+12 (continuation)

Page 15+16

BA101449		

LA101141		

Smykke M golden smoke w crystal ball

			peach lamp shade

LA101875		

Smykke L crystal swirl, gold

Uva cluster

LA101164		

Smykke L ivy green w crystal check ball, gold

Futura XL table lamp base, forest green + SH101080-F rosyta

LA101968		

Uva M, crystal swirl, gold

LA101894		

Uva L, chameleon, gold

LA101981		

Uva L, golden smoke

LA101876		

Smykke L, crystal check, silver

LA101994		

Uva L, crystal mini check, gold

BO101528		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, medium check

LA101988		

Uva L, ivy green, gold

LA101951		

Uva M, golden smoke

Page 17

LA101998		

Uva L, crystal swirl, gold

BA101894		

Smykke L table lamp base, crystal check w forest green ball +

LA101987		

Uva L, forest green

			

SH101088T-G tango palm green lamp shade

LA101954		

Uva M, chameleon, gold

LA101966		

Uva M, crystal small check, gold

Page 19+20

LA101964		

Uva M, crtystal mini check, gold

LA101502		

Rowan crystal pendant Ø15,5cm, swirl, gold

LA101998		

Uva L, crystal swirl, gold

BA101894		

Smykke L table lamp base, crystal check w forest green ball +

LA101506		

Rowan crystal pendant Ø28cm, swirl, gold

			

SH101088T-G tango palm green lamp shade

BA101885		

Smykke L table lamp base, chameleon, gold + SH101109T-G

			

palms indigo lamp shade

LA101504		

Rowan crystal pendant Ø22cm, swirl, gold

BO101526		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm, medium check

			glacier/silver lamp shade

BO101534		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø22cm, large check

LA101991		

Uva L, topaz blue, silver

BO101532		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø15,5cm large check

LA101995		

Uva L, crystal mini check, silver

BO101524		

Rowan crystal bowl Ø28cm, small check

LA101963		

Uva M, smokey grey, silver

LA101964		

Uva M, crystal mini check, gold

BA101158		

Smykke M, table lamp base, topaz blue w crystal check ball,

			

silver + SH101089T-D tango pool lamp shade

Page 14
BA101216		

Barre XL floor lamp base, silver, w ball + SH101093T-D Salinas
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Page 19+20 (continuation)
Uva cluster
LA101991		

Uva L, topaz blue, silver

LA101984		

Uva L, chameleon, gold

LA101979		

Uva L, clear, gold

LA101960		

Uva M, topaz blue, gold

LA101963		

Uva M, smokey grey, silver

LA101996		

Uva L, crystal small check, gold

LA101993		

Uva L, smokey grey, silver

LA101964		

Uva M, crystal mini check, gold

Page 21
LA101141		

Smykke M golden smoke w crystal ball

LA101875		

Smykke L crystal swirl, gold
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